Too Big To Rescue: The Global Financial Meltdown & How To Survive
The Great Deflation

A series of Crises are primed to explode,
devastating the world economy. They will
happen concurrently. The net effect will be
to cause the greatest deflation and hardship
since The Great Depression, and the irony
is that most people wont know what hit
them! Too Big To Rescue explains how a
series of five individual economic crises
will bring down the global financial
system as we know it. Each crisis
happening by itself would be sufficient to
put the World back into recession. The
book covers in depth, Quantitative Easing
and its incredibly disastrous effects; the
Banks and why they will be almost
impossible to rescue; Derivatives and how
they will cause the financial meltdown;
Europe as the possible trigger to cause the
crises, and China where a massive hard
landing is imminent. The author provides
compelling evidence in the first section of
the book to provide you with an
understanding of why this massive
deflation is going to happen. In the second
section, if you own or manage a company,
management strategies are provided on
how you can prepare and take advantage of
the economic chaos that will ensue. In
section 3, the author provides information
on what investors can do to insulate their
families from the worst economic ravages.
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